Eudoxus is a digital innovative service (http://eudoxus.gr) for the immediate and integrated provision of university books to Higher Education students.

The process is fully automated and offers:

- Accurate online information about the provided university books for each course
- Quick delivery of university books
- Effective mechanisms for publishers’ quick payment
- Public resources’ abuse prevention

Targets achieved after three years of full function:

A. Students receive their university books significantly faster and on time
B. Minimized Administrative effort for Secretaries of the Higher Education Departments.
C. Transactions between Ministry of Education and Publishers are simplified, since the need to Share documents – lists has been eliminated.
D. Financial compensation of Publishers can be accomplished immediately after the delivery of university books.
E. Significant cost reduction as any fraud attempt in the whole process is fully monitored and controlled.
F. Significant human resources in services of Universities and Ministry of Education are saved.
G. Matured conditions for the safe and gradual transition to the era of electronic university books.